For biomedical applications, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs)-based theranostic agents have shown to be a promising alternative. Rational design of particulate systems should consider, beside the physicochemical properties of particle size and surface chemistry, shape features as aspect ratio (AR) and morphology. Recent advances of fabrication technologies for manufacturing different shaped MSNs and evaluation means of its in vitro and in vivo biological performance provide new aspects and wisdom in nanomedicine development. In this review, we discussed the recent progress in the preparation of different shaped MSNs and the evaluation of shape-mediated biological effects. Firstly, we provide an overview of preparation strategies for fabricating MSNs with different aspect ratios and different morphologies, including hollow/rattle MSNs, multishell MSNs, and mesoporous silica nanocomposites. We then highlight the aspect ratio-and morphology-mediated biological effects of MSNs respectively. For AR-mediated biological effects of MSNs, we put our focus in the particle ARs effect on cellular uptake, biocompatibility, and drug delivery. For morphology-mediated biological effects of MSNs, we emphasize on how particle shapes could affect tumor therapy. Finally, for application considerations, we conclude with our personal perspectives on the directions in which future studies in this field might be placed.
INTRODUCTION
Since mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) were first reported in 1992, 1 various kinds of MSNs, including different sizes, surface functionalities, pore properties and shapes, have been explored. Unlike conventionally nanoor micro-particles, MSNs endows facile structure regulation for adapting different accommodations, convenient surface functionalization for ligating various targets, and tuable pore size and pore type for encapsulating abundant bioactive substances (drug, protein, gene, or dye, etc.). Therefore, in recent years, MSNs have attracted more and more attention and have been employed by the scientists to successfully resolve many difficulties, such as high adsorbing efficacy for enviroment purification, wellordered pore confiment for enzyme protection, and fine interspace stability as a nanoreactor for biocatalysis or biosensoring. [2] [3] [4] When we want to engineer mesoporous silica nanostructures that are capable of navigating the body or detecting and repairing diseased cells, we have to develop an understanding of how the physicochemical properties of a synthetic MSN interact with biological systems. By identifying how size, shape, chemistry, and pore influence the biological process, one is then able to redesign the nanoparticles so that they could bring maximally efficacy in specific biomedical applications.
The fundamental studies on nano-bio interactions will enable the parameterization of the nanoengineering process by creating specific design rules. This would enable researchers to streamline the construction of optimal MSNs that ensure the highest possible efficiency while maximizing signal strength. 5 Although we have not fully elucidated how the physicochemical properties of MSNs influence their functions to date, it is clear that these biological nanostructures follow design rules. Since 1990s, lots of reports revealed the relationship of MSN size, 6 surface functionalities, [7] [8] [9] and pore properties 10 11 with the biosystems. In contrast, the focus on particle shape was still relatively low. 12 The major hurdle may attribute to the controllable fabrication of MSNs with specified shapes and the possibility of realizing scale-up production for biological applications. However, with the developing Fangqiong Tang is a professor at the TIPC, CAS. She received her B.Sc. in chemistry from Beijing Normal University in 1970. She has over 30-years experience of preparation and application of nanomaterials. Currently, her scientific interests cover the areas of controlled synthesis of nanomaterials, nanomedicine for cancer diagnosis and therapy, and nano-biosensors for detection of chemical and biological agents.
technologies and the researchers' aspiration, the scientific effort on the construction of MSNs with different shapes was linearly increased, and the attention on the shapes of nanoparticles was displayed as an exponential increase in the past two decades (Fig. 1) .
In general, MSNs shapes can be concluded to two main categories, i.e., MSNs with different aspect ratios (ARs) and MSNs with different morphologies (Fig. 2) . Recently, AR has attracted a great attention as there could happen various orientation possibilities in the bionano interface, and thus generated many superior characters to conventional spherical counterparts, such as higher internalization rate, 13 longer circulation time, 14 higher catalytic activity, 15 and better tumor therapy efficacy. 16 In addition, MSNs morphologies, which further can be divided to hollow/rattle type, multishell type, and mesoporous silica nanocomposite and so on, have also received more and more attention for their unique spatial architectures that possessed high potential in biomedical applications. As an increasing number of preparation strategies are becoming available, and the MSNs with certain shapes are already showed potential practical applications, a systematic review on this topic is timely. The focus of this review is mainly placed on the research progress in preparation strategies and shape-regulated biological effects in recent literature combined with our own related studies. Specificity, this review is organized as follows. Firstly, we systematically summarize the controllable preparation strategies of MSNs with different ARs or morphologies. We then highlight the AR-mediated biological effects from cellular uptake, biocompatibility, and drug delivery aspects. Next, morphology-mediated biological effects of MSNs were outlined. Finally, we provide our personal perspectives on the future developments and directions in which further studies on this field might be focused. 
PREPARATION
The knowledge of how to control the shape of separated MSNs is crucial for optimizing their performance in biological applications. Several reviews have discussed in detail the synthesis of conventional spherical MSNs. [17] [18] [19] In this review, we only summarize the effects of various synthesis parameters to gain a deeper understanding of how particle shapes can be altered. We divided our discussion into two topics: strategies for MSNs with different ARs and strategies for MSNs with different morphologies.
Strategies for MSNs with Different ARs
For the formation of different ARs of MSNs, there exist two common hypothesises. One hypothesis proposed that the shapes of particles themselves are formed in an equilibrium process driven by the minimization of energy and balancing it with entropy, i.e., described by the Boltzmann distribution of its free energy; 20 the other one can be explained as the defects typical for liquid crystals, the templates which were formed during the initial stages of the synthesis. [21] [22] [23] Experimentally, Particle with various ARs could be realized by the regulation of the catalyst types and amounts, [24] [25] [26] [27] temperature, 25 stirring rate, 28 the molar ratios of co-templates, 29 30 surfactant concentration, 31 the introduction of organoalkoxysilane precursors, 32 33 and molar ratio of reaction mixture (silica source, surfactant, catalyst, and solvent). [34] [35] [36] In this section, we emphasized on the discussion of several general preparation strategies and the formation mechanism of MSNs from sphere to rod was also focused.
Non-Fluorescent MSNs with Different ARs
Cai and co-workers first proposed a formation mechanism to interpret the ARs control on the basis of deposition of self-assembled silicate rod-like micelles (SSMs) in 2001. 24 They suggested that the length of silicate rod-like micelles is determined according to the catalyst of NaOH or NH 4 OH. The NH 4 OH medium favors longer micelles and NaOH prefers shorter micelles. Because the combination of silicate oligomers among the Gouy-Chapman region in the NH 4 OH medium is stronger than that in NaOH, longer micelles are favored in the NH 4 OH medium. Therefore, short SSMs lead to the formation of sphere-like MCM-41 particles in the NaOH solution, while in the NH 4 OH medium, longer SSMs assemble into silica rods ( Fig. 3(A) ). For the evolution of the nanospheres and nanorods with the surfactant concentration, the possible reason may be attributed to the increased length of the micelle bundle with the increasing surfactant concentration. 31 Of note, these results are debatable when other synthetic parameters, such as stirring rates, temperature, time, concentration, as well as pH value, were involved. For example, the long micells might be broken up more easily by the increasing torque created by stirring, thus the increased stirring rate would reduce the length of the rod. 28 Using various amounts of organoalkoxysilanes with different functional groups as morphology-directing reactants, Huh et al. fabricated a series of organically functionalized MCM-41 type MSNs with various ARs by a co-condensation method. 32 Particle ARs in this strategy was affected by the cooperation of several different interactions between the organoalkoxysilanes and surfactant molecules at the micelle/water interface, including electrostatic attraction/repulsion, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interaction. For more hydrophilic organoalkoxysilane precursors, such as N -(2-amino-ethyl)-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, 3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)-ethylamino]-propyltrimethoxy silane, ureidopropyltrimethoxysilane, because their hydrophilic functional groups (R 1 ) are not favored by the interaction with the surfactant molecules ( Fig. 3(B) ). This would inhibit the formation of long micelles and reduce their tendency toward side-on condensation. The difference in rate of condensation between silicate-coated micelles versus that of the free silicate (TEOS) molecules would be small, thus sphere-like particles were tends to formed. For more hydrophobic organoalkoxysilane precursors, such as 3-cyanopropyltriethoxysilane (CPTES), and allyltrimeth-oxysilane (ALTMS), the strong interaction between their nonpolar groups (R 2 ) and the hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails of the CTAB molecules could likely stabilize the formation of long individual cylindrical micelles by intercalating their hydrophobic groups to the micells (Fig. 3(B) ). The uniform organization of the trialkoxysilyl group at the Gouy-Chapman region of the surface of micelles and their increased length would assist in the rapid cross-linking/condensation between the "micelle-oriented" trialkoxysilyl groups in the basic aqueous solution. The resulting "side-on" packing of the silicate-coated cylindrical micelles would give rise to rod-like nanoparticles ( Fig. 3(B) ). Similar results were also found by Zhang and coworkers, 37 in their study, using different kinds of hydrophobic organoalkoxysilane (mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane, vinyltrimethoxysilane, and phenyltrimethoxysilane), they demonstrated that hydrophobic interaction and intercalation could promote the production of long cylindrical micelles. They further revealed that the formation of helical rod-like shape is attributed to the spiral transformation from bundles of hexagonally-arrayed and straight rod-like composite micelles due to the reduction in surface free energy ( Fig. 3(C) ). Not only organoalkoxysilane, organic salt as co-template with surfactant could also adjust the particle ARs through the strong electrostatic interactions between cationic surfactant and the functional groups of organic salt. 30 Our research group started the study of MSNs with different ARs at the early 2000s. We systematically investigated the effects of the silicate source, solvent, templates, catalyst, stirring rate, temperature, and ionic strength on the ARs of MSNs. For example, we founded that the particle ARs decreased with the increasing of ammonia concentration and temperature. 25 Using inexpensive sodium silicate as silica precursor, we successfully synthesized MSNs with different ARs by changing the molar ratios of Polyethylene glycol tert-octylphenyl ether (Triton X-100) and CTAB. 29 Recently, we developed our fabrication system to controlled synthesize a series different ARs particles, which displayed with wide ARs range (1-10), high specific surface area (800-1400 m 2 /g), high pore volume (0.6-1.2 cm 3 /g), and narrow pore size distribution (2-4 nm), by simply controlling the molar ratio of reaction mixture (CTAB/H 2 O/NH 4 OH/TEOS). These MSNs with varying ARs but the same diameter, chemical composition, surface charge, porosity, and dispersity enable us to explore the shape effect on biomedical applications precisely.
Fluorescent MSNs with Different ARs
In order to directly visualize the interaction of MSNs with the organism, the particles commonly need to further modification with fluorescent matters via two general ways, i.e., post-synthesis grafting and co-condensation during the synthesis process. Compared with the postsynthesis grafting approach, which mainly immobilized the amine reactive fluorophore in the external surface, the co-condendation approach shows two main advantages. One is that the functional groups are evenly distributed throughout the entire material;
38 the other one is that the fluorophore is stable enough not to be photobleached due to the aid of a SiO 2 overlayer. 39 When using nanoparticles as fluorescent markers in complex biological environments, where it is desirable to observe markers for extended periods of time against the background of intrinsic cellular emissions, photostability is a particularly important criterion. With the discovery of such photostable nanoparticles, diverse studies for assessing cellular and biological fates may be possible.
The strategy of fabricating fluorescent MSNs by co-condensation was first reported by Huang and his colleagues. 40 In their study, spherical fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated MSNs (FITC-MSNs) with wellordered hexagonal pore morphology were synthesized in a specially designed two-step preparation. Firstly, N -1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)-N -fluoresceyl thiourea (FITC-APTMS) was formed by stirring FITC in ethanolic APTMS solution. Separately, TEOS was added in alkaline CTAB solution, and then FITC-APTMS and TEOS were added respectively. The surfactant templates were removed by extraction in acidic ethanol. Based on this thought, Trewyn et al. first fabricated FITC-MSNs with different ARs. 41 Particularly, the regulation of ARs was simply realized by controlling the molar ratio of reaction mixture. When twice amount of CTAB, NaOH, TEOS, and FITC-APTMS was added to constant volume solvent, the spherelike FITC-MSNs were transformed to rod-like particles (AR = 6). In addition, the amount of fluorescein incorporated to the mesoporous materials was determined to be similar by 29 Si direct polarization solid-state NMR equipment. This will provide the basis to obtain reliable and exact results when evaluate the particle shape-mediated biological effect. In recent years, our group developed the two step preparation system to fabricate a series of FITCMSNs with regular architecture and highly ordered pore morphology. 42 In our fabrication system, the shape and diameter size of FITC-MSNs were controlled by changing the concentration of reaction reagents. The particle ARs are mainly dependent on CTAB concentration. The particle ARs were increased with the increasing CTAB concentration. Furthermore, the concentration of aqueous ammonia plays an important role in the regulation of particle diameter size (Fig. 4) . The controlled synthesis of shape and diameter of FITC-MSNs brings a great convenience for us to probe the interactions between particle ARs and biological performance directly.
Strategies for MSNs with Different Morphology
With the emerging needs of a variety of biomedical applications development, the focus on MSNs with special morphologies has gradually raised. This increasing trend is forcing scientists to adopt a strategy of being able to design on demand. Up to now, many attempts have been made to creat various MSNs with special morphology. Herein, we will highlight the fabrication strategies of some novel MSNs, which was already showed its great potential in biomedical applications.
Hollow/Rattle MSNs
Recently, hollow/rattle type MSNs with tunable void space and mesoporous shell have been actively explored for a variety of applications, such as drug/gene delivery, catalysis, protein immobilization, and reproduction energy. The conventional strategies of fabricating hollow/rattle type MSNs can be mainly concluded to three categories: (1) hard template method; (2) soft template method; (3) self-template method. Since several reviews have summarized in details for the synthesis of hollow/rattle MSNs, [43] [44] [45] In this part, we only emphasize the recent typical examples of these three stated-above strategies combined with the developing strategies of our own laboratory.
Preparation of hollow/rattle MSNs via hard template method was generally involves several major steps, including the fabrication of templates, surface modification of templates for futher ligating, surface coating to form shell layer, and selective removal of templates to obtain ideal hollow/rattle MSNs. The hard template synthesis strategy generally possesses narrow size distribution, availability of scale up, and controllable of particle size and shell thickness. For example, Chen and coworkers fabricated highly dispersed hollow/rattle MSNs from solid silica core/mesoporous silica shell nanospheres (sSiO 2 @mSiO 2 ) by using etchant Na 2 CO 3 solution or ammonia solution. 46 In their study, solid silica nanospheres were obtained by using ethanol/water as cosolvent and ammonia as base catalyst, which was subsequently coated with a mesoporous silica shell by the co-condensation of octadecyltrimethoxysilane (C 18 TMS, as structure-directing agent) and TEOS. Then the sSiO 2 @mSiO 2 sample was treated by hydrothermal method in Na 2 CO 3 solution or ammonia solution. The hollow or rattle type structure could be realized by changing the etchant concentration ( Fig. 5(A) ). They proposed the formation mechanism that the hollow interior formation during dissolution in Na 2 CO 3 solution includes the creation of small pores inside the silica core, followed by the pore growth due to the collapse of small pores to reduce the surface area. However, hydrothermal treatment in water or in low concentration ammonia solution leads to the creation of cavities between the solid core and mesoporous shell. Prolonged hydrothermal treatment in higher concentration of ammonia solution can eventually lead to the formation of entirely hollow interiors. In conclusion, the possible reasons for the different behaviors of cavity evolution in sSiO 2 @mSiO 2 between the hydrothermal treatment in ammonia and direct Na 2 CO 3 dissolution may be attributed to the fact that: SiO 2 core cannot be well dissolved in low concentration of ammonia solution or simply in water under hydrothermal treatments, but all silica cores could be dissolved by enough OH − ions at relatively high concentration of ammonia. Similar preparation methods for obtaining hollow/rattle type MSNs from hard templates could also be found in many other previous reports. [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Up to date, the hard template strategy is the most common using way for fabricating hollow/rattle type MSNs. However, this still exists several intrinsic disadvantages, such as complicated synthetic procedures and inevitable effects of shell structure in template-removal process. For the sake of overcoming these limitations, soft template strategy, which is relatively simple and effective for the synthesis of hollow/rattle MSNs, has attracted more and more attention and significant progress has been made in the past several years. In a typical example that has been developed by Wu et al., rattle type MSNs were fabricated through a one-step encapsulation of particles by silica shells in aqueous mixtures of lauryl sulfonate betaine (LSB) as a zwitterionic surfactant, and sodium dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS) as an anionic surfactant. 53 54 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane (APTES) was added as a costructure-directing agent for attaching to the surface of the vesicles and then silica shell was formed through a solgel process by hydrolysis of the APTES and TEOS. The formation mechanism was proposed that with their alkyloxysilane group inserting into the surfactants assembly, the NH 2 groups of the APTES decrease the electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged groups of the surfactants, which induces the formation of vesicles with nanoparticles in their voids through lowering the headgroup area of the surfactants (Fig. 5(B) ). Other commonly used soft templates, such as emulsion, 55-60 supramolecular micelles, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] polymer vesicles, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] and gas bubbles, 75 76 have also been developed to fabricate MSNs with hollow/rattle type structure. Nodoubtly, hard and soft template strategies have been proven effective and versatile for fabricating a variety of hollow/rattle MSNs. However, disadvantages related to high cost and tedious fabrication procedures have limited its development for biomedical applications. In this sense, developing strategies for controlled fabrication of hollow/rattle MSNs without extra "template" in one step is preferred. In 2008, one facile self-template route was developed by Zhang and coworkers, 77 in their study, hollow/rattle MSNs were formed by the spontaneous dissolution-regrowth process from solid spheres in aqueous solutions of NaBH 4 . The rate of solid-to-hollow/rattle conversion can be tuned by reaction temperature, with or without poly(vinylpyrrolidone) as surface protector, or the concentration of NaBH 4 . On the basis of their observations, they proposed the possible pathway for the solid-tohollow/rattle transformation. The high pH value of NaBH 4 solution may simply dissolve the surface layer of colloids in the initial stage. Monosilicate and polysilicate species are released into the solution, which eventually becomes supersaturated. At the same time, the concentration of NaBO 2 also increases gradually as a result of the decomposition of NaBH 4 , thus causing the silicate species to precipitate and redeposit on the core surfaces ( Fig. 5(C) ). In this case, the deposition of the silicate species on the surface of the remaining silica spheres as the result of heterogeneous nucleation is energetically favored over the formation of new solid particles through the homogeneous nucleation. The further growth of shells and dissolution of cores may be facilitated through Ostwald ripening to form hollow/rattle type MSNs. 78 79 This self-template route and the shape conversion mechanism were further developed in their following studies. 80 81 Similar fabrication system based on base-catalyzed etching was also revealed by Kim. 82 In addition to alkaline etchant, generic acidic etchant was reported that can be employed in a well-controlled way under hydrothermal conditions to form well-defined hollow/rattle-type silica nanoparticles from stober silica spheres. 83 In this experiment, the formation of hollow/rattle-type silica nanoparticles was assisted by high temperature and salts, such as NaCl and Na 2 SO 4 . The possible etching mechanism was also estimated on the basis of dissolution-diffusion process, which was partly similar as the alkaline etching process that proposed by Zhang. 77 Upon heating, the silica begins to dissolve slowly and diffuse outward, and the dissolved silicon species in the bulk solution gradually increase until a balance at the solid-solution interface is achieved. At higher silica sphere concentration, the balance can be achieved earlier, resulting in small void space. The salt effect in the formation of hollow/rattle-type particles was quite elusive. The probable reason may be that Na + and Cl − can be sorbed into the silica spheres during the long time incubation before hydrothermal treatment and thus the dissolution rate was accelerated. When Na 2 SO 4 was used instead, the sorbed Na + ions can not reach the innermost of the spheres due to the electrostatic attraction of the SO 2− 4 , which can not be sorbed into the silica spheres due to its large ion size. Therefore, only the dissolution between the core and the shell space was accelerated, leading to rattle-type spheres at the beginning. Comparatively, both generic acidic etching strategy and alkaline etching route are more effective and simple to form hollow/rattle-type particles with no additional templates or protective surfactants. However, the scale-up production with well dispersity is still a big challenge.
In 2009, our research group first reported a flexible, scalable, and robust method to prepare tailored rattletype silica nanoparticles by selectively etching the middle layer of organic-inorganic hybrid solid silica spheres (HSSSs) with hydrofluoric acid (HF). 84 The rattle-type silica nanoparticles in our study were synthesized by a two-step selective-etching method. In the first step, organic-inorganic HSSSs were elaborately designed as a three-layer "sandwich" structure. The core and the outer shell layer were a pure silica framework hydrolyzed from tetraethylorthosilane (TEOS), and the middle layer was organic silica co-condensed from TEOS and N -[3-(trimethoxysilyl)-propyl]-ethylenediamine (TSD). In the second step, because the middle layer in which Si-O-Si covalently crosslinks with organic groups hydrolyzed from TSD has less compact structure than the pure silica framework, hydrofluoric acid as etchant has a tendency to selectively etch the middle layer of HSSSs, forming rattle-type silica nanostructures ( Fig. 5(D) ). Compared to conventional hard template, soft template and self-template strategies, our developed selective etching strategy possesses several obvious advantages, including highly monodisperse with tunable core size and shell thickness, facile scale up to 10 g in one pot, and robust shell after template-removal.
Multishell MSNs
Multishell nanoparticles formed as hollow-or rattletype morphologies are unique hierarchical structures comprise of multiple concentric shells with different diameters. 43 44 85-87 With the void spacing between the shells ideally suited to load distinct functional species, these fantastic morphologies stimulate technological improvement because of their potential applications in controlled delivery, 88 sensoring, [89] [90] [91] and adsorption. 92 Shell-by-shell construction of multishelled nanomorphologies itself is representative of the advancement of nanofabrication technology. The most challenge to the manufacture of multishelled morphologies is achieving control of shell thickness and the space between the shells. Up to now, a great effort has been paid for manufacturing such shell-in-shell morphologies via template synthesis, including hard template, 93 94 Soft template, 26 30 54 70 74 and self-template. 52 For biomedical applications, the ideal particles size near or sub-100 nm is preferred, especially when considered about its long circulation and drug deliver efficacy for theranostic usages. 95 96 However, the resulting multishell nanoparticle sizes that manufacted by stated-above strategies are much greater than 100 nm and even up to submicrometer. 97 Therefore, the creation of the multishelled nanostructures with tuable shell layers near or below to 100 nm remains a challenge. In 2011, Wong and his colleagues first reported that multilayered rattle-type nanoparticles could be directly transformed from typical Stöber particles under simply hydrothermal treatment. 98 By selective hardening of the outer layer, they successfully realized the layers-and size-controlled fabrication of multishell MSNs (Fig. 6(A) ). The void space between two layers is 50 nm and four layers of multilayered particles have diameters of only 250 nm. Based on the surfaceprotected etching strategy, Huang et al. tuned the shellto-shell distance down to 10-20 nm by controlling the etching period from the self-template processes with not changing the multishelled size or interior core diameter (Fig. 6(B) ). 99 In their study, the multishell MSNs can be built as hollow/rattle-type morphologies with ∼ 110 nm of double-shelled and ∼ 140 nm of triple-shelled sizes.
When using a general electrostatic interaction-based selfassembly strategy, Chen et al. synthesized a series of double-shelled mesoporous nanostructures with various sizes and morphologies. 100 The outer (second) mesoporous silica shell was coated on the surface of an inner (first) mesoporous silica nanostructure, which was templated by silane coupling agent (C 18 TMS), according to an electrostatic interaction mechanism between the negatively charged surface of inner mesoporous silica shell/sphere and positively charged cationic surfactant (C 16 TAB) for directing the second shell. The two adjacent shells directed by different pore-making agents show hierarchical pore size distributions and diverse pore structure orderings (Fig. 6(C) ).
Recently, for the propose of enhancing high drug payload and achieving multistage releasing, our research group has also developed an alternating acid/base selective etching strategy to synthesize highly uniform monodisperse double-shelled silica hollow spheres with controllable size and structures based on three-layer hybrid silica spheres ( Fig. 6(D) ). 101 The void spacing between the shells can be finely tuned by manipulating the volume of TEOS and TSD added in each layer.
Mesoporous Silica Nanocomposite
Mesoporous silica nanocomposite that integrate dye and/or metal, quantum dots, metal oxide nanoparticles with special luminescent, optical, and magnetic properties hold many advantages and a great potential for biological and biomedical applications. This multifunctional material that combines two or more specific characters could act as an effective "cocktail" platform to realize synergistic efficacy. With its abundant surface silanol groups, a mesoporous structure, and the facile sol-gel synthetic method, silica provides a matrix for integrating other chemicals/nanoparticles to form nanocomposites. Among of various fabrication methods, such as microemulsion, [102] [103] [104] self-assembly, 105 106 and postsynthetic modification, [107] [108] [109] [110] coated method 39 111-116 is the most widely used one for obtaining multifunctional mesoporous silica nanocomposite.
In the past several years, our research group has developed kinds of mesoporous silica nanocomposites, such as gold shell-coated on rattle MSNs by a seed-mediated growth approach, 117 metal or metal oxide nanoparticlesencapsulated in rattle MSNs by pre-shell-post-core method or by simultaneous etching and growth route, [118] [119] [120] [121] and mesoporous silica-coated Fe 3 O 4 -Au nanocomposites by a templated self-assembly strategy. 122 Based on these multifunctional platforms, we investigated its simultaneous applications in diagnostic, therapy, and catalysis, which will be discussed in details in the following sections.
In addition to the state-above mesoporous silica particle shapes, other emerging shape styles, such as hemisphere, 123 124 cerasome, [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] and ellipsoid, [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] have also showed their great potential for various biomedical applications in recent years. In this sense, manufacturing novel nanoarchitectures for meeting the growing needs of practical biological usages is still one hottest topic. While we have observed a significant progress in engineering design of MSNs, the shape of things is yet to reveal its true potentials for biomedical applications.
AR-MEDIATED BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MSNs
Cellular Uptake Cellular uptake is a fundamental process for the normal function of many cell types. The regulation of cellular uptake is a key process in the overall mechanism governing mammalian homeostasis and how nanoparticles affect to cellular functions. Understanding the interactions of properly defined nanoparticles with cells provides the basis on which fundamental in vitro and in vivo studies can build.
To date, the effect of particle physicochemical characters, such as particle size and surface chemistry, on cellular uptake behavior has been studied extensively. However, because of the limits of particle fabrication techniques for obtaining MSNs independently alter one variable at a time, not much attention has been paid to the AR effect of MSNs on cellular uptake until recent years. Although few studies have focused on nonspherical nanoparticles thus far, research indicates their interactions with cells may be much more complex. In this section, we will discuss the AR-mediated cellular uptake bahavior from both theoretically and experimentally.
Mathmatic Simulation
In 2005, the concept of "wrapping time" was first proposed to solve the questions of whether and how particle AR affects the dynamics of cellular uptake. 135 By aid of this theoretical model, how a cell membrane containing diffusive mobile receptors wraps around a ligand-coated cylindrical or spherical particle was elaborately explored. It is shown that particles in the size range of tens to hundreds of nanometers can enter or exit cells via wrapping, and an optimal particles size exists for the smallest wrapping time. Under the shorter wrapping time, spherical particles have faster endocytosis rates than the cylindrical ones. However, by performing molecular dynamics simulations on a coarse-grained model of phospholipids and nanoparticles of various ARs, Vácha et al. got an entirely opposite conclusion. 136 In their study, in order to exactly explore the AR effect of the nanoparticles on the cellular uptake rates, the diameter of the rod particles was chosen to be roughly equal to that of the spherical particles. Their simulation results suggested that the rod-shape particles could lead to more efficient delivery into cells than spheres of the same diameter (Figs. 7(A) and (B) ). The underlying reason is that both shapes have the same kinetic barrier for uptake across a lipid membrane but the rod paricles have the larger volume. In another mathematical model, the advantages of non-spherical nanoparticles for enhancing vascular interaction in laminar flows were also demonstrated. 137 Compared to sphere counterparts, nonspherical particles under the concurrent action of inertial and hydrodynamic forces can drift laterally (hydrodynamic margination) improving the likelihood of interaction with the wall surface. Similarly, the advantages of nonspherical nanoparticles over spherical counterparts in adhesion kinetics were observed by coupling with Brownian dynamics. 138 It is found that nanorod has considerably higher binding probability compared to nanosphere under the same flow condition (Fig. 7(C) ), mainly due to the tumbling motion. Moreover, with increased shear rate, larger difference in adhesion probability between nanorod and nanosphere is found (Fig. 7(D) ).
To some extent, these simulation models provide certain useful guidelines for shape consideration in designing nanoscale cargo carriers. However, these models actually simplified the interaction between nanoparticles and a lipid bilayer, and many significant parameters and variables in regulating cellular uptake process were not considered, such as specific and non-specific particle-cell interactions in the endocytosis of nanoparticles, 139 particle initial orientation and particle rotation during the penetration process. 140 Therefore, it is explicable that the experimental observations are not always consistent with the theoretical prediction.
Cellular Uptake Kinetics
Understanding the relationship between the physiochemical properties of nanoparticles and the cellular uptake anount and rate is one of the important issues for designing ideal nanomaterials with a desirable biological performance. It is well known that the intracellular delivery efficiency of bioactive guests, such as drug, protein, and gene, is critically dependent on the internalization amount and rate of nanocarriers. So far, in addition to particle size, 13 141-146 surface chemistry, 47 147-154 and pore properties, 150 155-157 particle shape as an important parameter has gained more and more attention for its decisive roles in the cellular uptake kinetics. 14 131 142 152 158-160 As reported in previous studies, the AR effect of mesoporous silica nanoparticles on cellular uptake was first investigated by Trewyn and coworkers. 41 The cellular uptake kinetic of both spherical and rod-shaped nanoparticles was measured in CHO (cancer cell line) cells and human fibroblast (noncancerous cell line) cells. They discovered that the endocytosis rates for both MSNs were similar and rapid for CHO cells, whereas, the endocytosis rate of spherical particles was significantly faster than that of rod-shaped particles by fibroblast cells. However, in this study, both MSNs showed poor in vitro stability especially at high particle concentration, which would definitely affect the final readout of the shape effect. By using a series of MSNs with different ARs, including MSNP0 (AR = 1-1.2), MSNP1 (AR = 1 5-1.7), MSNP2 (AR = 2 1-2.5), and MSNP3 (AR = 4-4.5), Meng and co-workers demonstrated that the AR of rod-shaped particles determines the cellular uptake kinetics in Hela and A549 cancer cell lines. 35 Compared to spherical particles (MSNP0), there was a significant higher cellular uptake rate when Hela cells exposed to rod-shaped particles, and the cellular uptake amount showed an 18-, 40-, and 8-fold increase for MSNP1, MSNP2, and MSNP3, respectively. In addition, the repeated experiments in the A549 lung cancer cell line also confirmed that MSNP2 yielded the highest cellular uptake compared to spheres and other shorter or longer rods. Both particle shape-and cell type-dependent of cellular uptake was also investigated by Karaman. 27 In our research group, we have devoted ourselves to the controlled synthesis of MSNs with ARs from 1 to 10 and carried out a series of works to explore the interactions between cells and particle ARs. By controlling the molar ratios of reaction reagents, we fabricated sphere (NS, AR = 1), short rod (NSR, AR = 2), and long rod (NLR, AR = 4) nanoparticles with similar diameter of 100 nm. When introduced these nanoparticles to A375 cells, the cellular uptake amount exhibited a strong dependence on particle AR. 161 Particularly, the rod-shaped particles were more easily internalized into cells compared to spherical counterparts, and the number of internalized NLR particles was almost twice that of NSR particles. In another study, we compared the cellular uptake kinetics by Hela cells using PEGylated NS, NSR, and NLR particles. 162 All these particles possess similar fluorescent intensity at equivalent concentration and have high dispersity and stability in simulated body fluid, which guarantees the final accurate readout. The final results showed that long-rod (NLR-PEG) particles have higher intracellular retention amount than the short-rod (NSR-PEG) and the sphere (NS-PEG) particles almost over 8 h duration and the NSR-PEG showed the lowest intracellular amount especially with prolonged incubation time.
Endocytosis Mechanism
Owing to possessing varies of superior characters, MSN has been considered as effective vehicles for delivering guest molecules (such as drugs, proteins, genes, and imaging agents) into cells of interest. Indeed, targeted entry into cells is an important area of research in guest molecules delivery. Site-specific delivery of these foreign matters can significantly reduce their potential toxicity and increase their theranostic effects. To maximize the efficiency of nanoparticles-mediated guest molecules delivery, one should have detailed information regarding how these nanoparticles can translocate into the cells and what the endocytosis mechanism is. With such information available, efficient and specific nanoparticle-mediated guest molecules delivery systems may be possible.
Generally, endocytosis can be divided into four major categories. [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] (1) Phagocytosis, which was executed by specialized professional phagocytes (such as monocytes, kupffer cells, macrophages, neutrophiles). (2) Clathrin-dependent endocytosis is a process whereby guest matters are internalized via clathrin-coated vesicles and subsequently transformed to endosomes. A fraction of internalized guest matters would be recycled back to the cell exterior, while the remaining fractions are transferred into lysosomes. (3) Caveolae-dependent endocytosis is characterized by the evolution of caveolae-derivatives of the subdomains of sphingolipid and cholesterol-rich cell membrane fractions. After internalization, the guest matters would be transported to caveosomes and then either translocated to the endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi body, or entered the endosomal pathway. (4) Clathrin-and caveolae-independent endocytosis includes those pathways not usually classified by the above criteria, such as macropinocytosis, actin-, flotillin-, or Arf6-dependent pathway. All these pathways are energy-dependent and involve active formation of membrane invaginations, membrane ruffles and transport vesicles. Many of their regulatory mechanisms are still unclear.
To study the endocytosis mechanism of nanomaterials, there are two most commonly used strategies: colocalization of nanomaterials with specific endocytosis markers and exclusion of specific endocytosis mechanisms by inhibitors of endocytosis. For endocytosis inhibitors, chlorpromazine, wortmannin, phenylarsine oxide, dynasore, and sucrose are known to affect the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles and would therefore limit any potential internalization by clathrin-dependent endocytosis, whereas potassium depletion, genestein, filipin, mycostatin, and methyl--cyclodextrin can act as endocytic inhibitors of caveolae-dependent endosytosis. In addition, regarding clathrin-and caveolae-independent endocytosis, nocodazole and cytochalasin D are effective internalization inhibitors of actin-dependent endocytosis, and sodium azide, 2-deoxyglucose, and 6-deoxyglucose can serve as inhibitors of energy-dependent endocytosis. However, one issue with chemical endocytic inhibitors we must keep in mind is that these inhibitors are rarely selective and often disturb multiple endocytosis pathways. 13 39 141 147 148 170 Therefore, it is indeed essential to employ such inhibitors in combination with other methods (such as endocytosis markers, and microscopy techniques 171 ) to explore the specific endocytosis mechanism in the particular cell types.
To date, researchers have paid a great attention to the physicochemical properties, such as particle size 13 141 and surface functional groups, 147 148 170 172 on the particle endocytosis mechanism. However, there is still not much to understand about how particle AR of MSN contributes to the endocytosis mechanism. In our recent study, by using PEGylated fluorescent mesoporous silica nanoparticles with different ARs (NS-PEG, AR = 1; NSR-PEG, AR = 2; NLR-PEG, AR = 4) and specific endocytosis inhibitors, we first found that the cellular endocytosis mechanism of NS-PEG, NSR-PEG, and NLR-PEG into Hela cells was regulated by particle shape. 162 Under fluorescence microscope field, it was seen clearly that different shaped MSNs internalized into Hela cells were all energydependent (low temperature-and NaN 3 -treated groups), whereas, cellular uptake of NS-PEG, NSR-PEG, and NLR-PEG were different when treated with the corresponding clathrin-and caveolae-mediated endocytosis inhibitors. Specifically, the uptake of NS-PEG and NLR-PEG by Hela cells was reduced with a high degree when treated with sucrose and mycostatin, respectively. Both endocytotic inhibitors can effectively block the cellular uptake of NSR-PEG (Fig. 8(A) ). The quantitative results that analyzed by flow cytometry were well accordance with the microscopic investigations (Fig. 8(B) ). In all, spherical particles (NS-PEG) preferred to be internalized via the clathrin-dependent pathway, whereas MSN with larger AR favored to be internalized via caveolae-dependent pathway. Based on this new finding, the deeper interaction between endocytosis mechanism and cellular uptake kinetics can be well defined (Fig. 8(C) ).
Biocompatibility
For in vivo biomedical applications, the particles should meet the basic prerequisites for both performing desired functions and avoiding any adverse impact to the body. Would the MSNs serve as an ideal nanocarrier with no deleterious effects to the body? It is still an unsolved question. However, recent efforts in the establishment of the interactions between particle physicochemical properties and biocompatibility could help us perceive it constantly. 173 In this section, we will mainly focus on the current studies about the AR effect on the in vitro cytotoxicity and in vivo toxicity. In addition, biodegradation as an important issue of preclinical consideration was also discussed.
In Vitro Cytotoxicity
Cell assay is a general and common tool to be employed for evaluating the in vitro toxicity of nanomaterials. With the rapid development of nanomaterials, in vitro cytotoxicity acted as the "first screen" to optimize the right nanocarriers for biological applications. To date, the particle physicochemical properties, such as size, [174] [175] [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] surface chemistry, 153 184-188 and pore 155-158 184 have already been proven to play significant roles in cytotoxicity.
We will only emphasize the AR effect of MSN on in vitro cytotoxicity, including cell viability, hemolysis, and cell function.
In 2010, our research group first demonstrated that MSNs with different ARs (NS, AR = 1; NSR, AR = 2; NLR, AR = 4) could exert different effects on cell viability and cell function. 161 Compared to MSNs with a smaller AR, particle with a larger AR generally contributed to a major degree to A375 cells, including cell proliferation, apoptosis, cytoskeleton formation, adhesion and migration (Fig. 9) . These results could also remind us that nanoparticles might no longer be seemed as simple carriers for biomedical applications, but also play an active role in mediating the biological effects. By precisely designing a series of MSNs with different ARs (1, 2, 4, and 8), Yu et al. investigated their cytotoxicity effects on macrophages (RAW 264.6), lung carcinoma cells (A549) and hemolysis of human erythrocytes. 36 Their results showed that the hemolytic activity on human erythrocytes with MSNs at higher AR exhibiting a lower hemolytic activity. However, there are no obvious shape-dependent effects on the particles' acute cytotoxicity, proliferation inhibition, and plasma membrane integrity. In another study, Karaman and co-workers also observed that there is no significant cell viability difference between Hela cells treated with spherical and rod-like MSN particles. 27 The different in vitro cytotoxicity behavior of MSNs with similar ARs in these respective studies can be likely attribute to the difference in other parameters, such as cellular origin and features, 27 particle concentration, and cellular incubation time or media components. 162 189 190 In Vivo Toxicity Elucidating the in vivo biocompatibility of administered nanoparticles is considered very important in the context of the underlying biomedical debate regarding the biosafety of novel nanocarrier system. In view of the complexity of designed nanoplatforms, there are still many unsolved questions regarding their in vivo behaviors. Understanding the physicochemical characters effect on in vivo biocompatibility holds a great promise to increase the performance of nanomedicine. There is now ample evidence that size and surface chemistry can dramatically influence the in vivo behaviors. 156 188 191-197 More recently, several studies found that nonspherical nanoparticles showed exciting performance with long in vivo circulation time 14 16 and deep tumor penetration capacity. 198 However, there are yet still limited reports on the AR effect of MSN on in vivo biocompatibility. In 2011, we first investigated the AR effect of MSNs and PEGylated counterparts (short rod, AR = 1 5; long rod, AR = 5) on the in vivo biodistribution, clearance, hematology, serum biochemistry, and histopathology. 42 Organ distribution results showed that intravenously administrated MSNs are mainly present in the liver, spleen and lung (> 80%) and there are obvious particle shapedependent effects on in vivo behaviors. Short-rod MSNs were easily trapped in the liver, while long-rod MSNs mainly distributed in the spleen. MSNs with both ARs have a higher content in the lung after PEG modification, which indicates that PEGylation could decrease the sequestration of reticuloendothelial system (RES) (Figs. 10(A) and (B) ). We also found that MSNs are mainly excreted by urine and feces, and the clearance rate of MSNs is primarily dependent on the particle ARs, where short-rod particles have a more rapid clearance rate than long-rod ones in both excretion routes (Fig. 10(C) ). In addition, increased blood circulation time with higher AR was also observed at 24 h after intravenous administration. Compared to the control groups, both ARs showed normal hematology, serum biochemistry, and histopathology levels, and AR effect of MSNs on in vivo toxicity was not found (Fig. 10(D) ). As administration routes played a significant role in mediating the biological effects of nanoparticles, 156 in our recent study, we systematically researched the acute toxicity, excretion, and biodistribution of MSNs with ARs of 1, 2, and 5 by oral exposure (Unpublished data). We found that with the increase of the AR, the MSNs showed decreased systematic absorption and excretion, especially with decreased liver distribution and urinal excretion. During urinal excretion, the MSNs induced shape-dependent renal damage with haemorrhage, vascular congestion and renal tubular necrosis. All these findings may provide general guidelines for the rational design of efficient nanoscale delivery systems and specific insights into nanotoxicity. Biodegradation MSN as drug delivery nanocarrier possess artificial reservoirs from which the drug can be released to the physiological environment. In this sense, biodegradability is in some way related to the drug release kinetics. On the other hand, it goes without saying that degradation properties of nanomaterials in question should be carefully analyzed so as to avoid their potentially toxic effect on the body. 199 In the light of these considerations, emerging evaluation systems have been developed to analyze the interactions between degradation behaviors and particle size, 191 200 201 shape, 202 surface, 123 203 204 or pore properties. Recently, we first tested the particle AR effect of MSNs and the corresponding PEGylated counterparts (AR = 1, 2, and 4) on degradation kinetics and behaviors in simulated physiological media. 207 The results showed that particle AR plays a significant role in tuning the degradation process. Naked MSNs are eroded from particle external surface (Fig. 11(A) ), while PEGylated MSNs from the interior of particles (Fig. 11(B) ). Sphere-shaped particles have a faster degradation rate than rod-shaped counterparts for both naked MSN and PEGylated MSN (Figs. 11(C) and (D) ). The addition of fetal bovine serum (FBS) in physiological media could accelerate the degradation kinetics, but still displayed a shape-dependent pattern. We proposed that the possible reason for generating these degradation profile differences was the synergic interaction of different particle ARs with serum proteins, 204 water, 14 and metal cations 206 ( Fig. 11(E) ). Aiming to explain what would happen after nanoparticles entering into the body, in our undergoing study, we simulated the biodegradation of these three types of MSNs (AR = 1, 2, and 4) in whole serum, simulated lysosomal fluid, simulated intestinal fluid, simulated body fluid, and simulated gastric fluid. 208 The results showed that the degradation rate is decreased with the increasing ARs in all the five kinds of simulated fluids. In addition, irrespective of the particle ARs, MSNs have the fastest degradation rate in whole serum and slowest degradation rate in both simulated lysosomal fluid and simulated gastric fluid (Unpublished data). These findings may bring new insights into improving the therapeutic performance of nanomedicine.
Drug Delivery
As life science and nanomaterials science coalesce to an ever greater extent, biomedical therapeutic techniques are expected to be ever more affected by finely tuned and controllable drug delivery methods. In this sense, it is worth recalling that the properties of nanoparticles used for drug delivery largely predetermine the pharmacokinetic efficacy and potency of the drug. Actually, many drugs that are orally unavailable in their nascent forms but are easily deliverable when encapsulated within nanoparticles, without the right form of delivery platform its potency would not be of much usage. Achieving high drug loading capacity and constant delivery rates by means of nanocarriers is often presented as an ideal alternative to the traditional drug therapies based on repetitive administration and consequently inconsistent ups-and-downs in concentration of the active ingredient in the target area.
proved its advantages as a "magic bullet" in loading a wide range of guest molecules, including pharmaceutical drugs, 99 103 170 215-224 therapeutic peptides and proteins, 4 225-232 and genes. 186 193 233-237 Based on MSN, various stimuli-responsive drug delivery system in response to temperature, 238 radiation, 217 220 electric field, 239 magnetic field, 240 ultrasound, 241 pH, 68 217 219 242 redox, 216 243 and enzymes, [244] [245] [246] have also been developed for achieving "zero premature release" before reaching desired locations. All these efforts can be attributed to the attractive features of MSNs, such as high pore volume for increasing loading capacity, long-range ordered pore channel for sustained drug release, well monodispersity for longer circulation time, and facile scalable production for clinical and commercial demands.
For optimizing the design parameters of drug nanocarriers, in the past couple of years, researchers have paid a great attention to the effect of physicochemical characters, such as pore properties, [247] [248] [249] [250] and surface chemistry, [251] [252] [253] [254] [255] [256] on drug delivery efficacy. In 2011, Meng et al. first employed different ARs particles as nanocarriers to load two hydrophobic anticancer drugs, camptothecin and paclitaxel, and research the AR effect on the cytotoxicity of Hela cells. 35 Their results showed that the rods with AR 2.1-2.5 were clearly more efficient for drug delivery and generation of cytotoxic killing efficacy compared to smaller and larger AR particles. However, in their study, the drug loading capacity and sustained drug release profile were not provided for comparation of the difference among different AR particles. In our recent study, by using MSN with AR of 1.5 and 5 as drug delivery nanocarriers of an anticancer drug, doxorubicin (DOX), we found that long-rod particles showed higher drug loading capacity of DOX and better sustained release profile than the short-rod counterparts. 257 By using drug-resistant Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, we proved that DOX-loaded long rod particles could overcome multidrug resistance, which is a major obstacle to the effective chemotherapy in many human malignancies, 186 and further increase cytotoxicity compared with free DOX under different drug concentrations.
Summarily, in addition to particle size, surface, and pore properties, particle AR as an important physicochemsitry of MSN has been attracted more and more attentions and has been proven to have remarkable influence on the cellular uptake, biocompatibility, and drug delivery. Therefore, MSN should no longer be considered as a simple nanocarrier for biomedical applications, they can also play an active role in mediating the biological effects. However, to some extent, there are no definite conclusions that can be made at this stage about the AR effects because of the complexity of the interactions between nanoparticles and organism. Some issues in this research area are still controversial. The inconsistent results of separate studies are mainly attributed to several reasons. Firstly, when explore the particle AR effects, it is important to make particles have similar physicochemical characters but AR as only one variable. In some studies, it was not fully considered. Secondly, the particle AR, concentration, interacting objects or manners, and time durations selected for evaluation may be not matched in separate studies. Thus, different trends of biological effects in different treatment were exposed. Thirdly, the in vitro and in vivo interacting process with nanoparticles is so complicated that the current evaluation methodology and tools are still limited to thoroughly detecting all the changes induced by nanomaterials, new methodologies and tools are expected to develop and creat for helping us understand deeper. 171 247 258-260 Addressing these questions will be important because the only way to improve the design and application of biomaterials is to fully elucidate their effects within biological systems. With the emerging increase in research on biomedical applications, more considerations should be given to the particle shape design concurrently. Establishment of the relationship between particle shapes with organism is urgently needed for choosing suitable nanocarriers in specific applications.
MORPHOLOGY-MEDIATED BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MSNs
Hollow/Rattle MSNs-Mediated Effects Because of possessing many unique and interesting properties such as huge void space, low density, and facile tailorability and functionality in both the cores and shells, hollow/rattle-type MSNs have attracted more and more attentions in the past several years. In view of these advantages, many attempts have also been made to apply these particles in various biological applications. Since several recent reviews have discussed in details of its applications in nanoreactors, biosensors, nanomedicine, and lithiumion batteries, 43 45 261 in this section, we will only highlight their applications in tumor therapy, and give special focus to their biocompatibility considerations.
Biocompatibility
Recent advances in design and controllable preparation of hollow/rattle MSNs have led to a dramatic expansion of their biomedical applications, especially for drug delivery purposes. 46 47 68 69 262-267 However, we currently have little understanding about the effect of this hollow/rattletype morphology on the biocompatibility. In recent years, our research group has conducted a series of studies to explore its possible influence on biodistribution, clearance, and in vivo toxicity.
For example, we found that the lethal dose 50 (LD 50 ) of 110 nm rattle-type MSN was higher than 1000 mg/kg for single dose toxicity, and repeated dose toxicity studies showed that no death was observed when ICR mice were exposed at a dose of 20, 40 or 80 mg/kg by continuous intravenous administration for 2 weeks. After intravenous injection, the rattle-type particles mainly accumulated in mononuclear phagocytic cells in liver and spleen. These particles could be excreted from ICR mice with the entire clearance time over 4 weeks. 268 These results suggest low toxicity of rattle-type particle when intravenous injected at single dose or repeated administrations. For understanding the effect of exposure routes on the in vivo biocompatibility, we systematically investigated the absorption, distribution, excretion and toxicity of rattle-type MSN with the average size of 110 nm after four different exposure routes including intravenous, hypodermic, intramuscular injection and oral administration to mice. 269 The results showed that a fraction of the particles administrated by the intramuscular and hypodermic injection could cross different biological barriers into the liver but with a low absorption rate. Exposing by oral administration, particles were absorbed into the intestinal tract and persisted in the liver. And particles administrated by intravenous injection were mainly present in the liver and spleen. In addition, rattle-type particles could cause inflammatory response around the injection sites after intramuscular and hypodermic injection. It was also found that particles were mainly excreted through urine and feces after different exposure routes. In another study, we investigated the effect of particle size on acute toxicity caused by intravenously administered rattle-type MSN in vivo. 270 We found that particles with smaller size (60 nm) may have higher toxicity potency. Compared to 110 nm particles, particles sized 60 nm could induce multiorgans structural damages, such as necrosis, congestion and haemorrhage. In addition to experimental investigation, we revealed the pathological mechanisms of liver injury caused by continuous intraperitoneal injection of silica nanoparticles. 271 After administrated into mice twice a week at 50 mg/kg for 6 weeks, liver injury markers in serum, such as alanine aminotransferase, inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 beta (IL-1 ) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-) were increased. Histological analysis demonstrated lymphocytic infiltration and silicotic nodular like lesions in liver. Collagen fibers were observed around the silicotic nodular like lesion, and hydroxyproline level in liver was also increased dramatically. We also found that activated kupffer cells played a key role in the liver damage caused by rattle particles similar to alveolar macrophage in the process of silicosis. Notwithstanding the undermined influence of hollow/rattle particles on the interaction of nanoparticles with body, all these findings may provide necessary prerequisites for further nanotoxicity evaluation systems and development of hollow/rattle particles in biomedical applications.
Tumor Therapy
Nowadays, tumor is one of the most challenging human health diseases, which obliges human tirelessly to research for the tumor. Recent advances in nanotechnology have offered new options and hope for tumor diagnosis and therapy. 96 272-277 For nanoparticle-based tumor therapy, there are commonly two major challenges to achieve sufficiently local therapy agent concentrations in the desired tumor loci. One is evading the sequestration of reticuloendothelial system (RES) from the circulation (Figs. 12(A) and (B) ), and the other is extravasating from the vasculature into the interstitial space of solid tumor tissue for following internalization by tumor cells (Figs. 12(C)  and (D) ). For the former issue, the keypoint is designing one kind of "stealth nanoparticle" that can escape opsonization of RES. 272 274 To date, the most efficient strategy to obtain stealth nanoparticle is the surface functionality of nanoparticles with polyethylene glycol (PEG), which can not only sterically stabilize nanoparticles, but can form a hydrophobic shield layer to repel protein adsorption for escaping the recognition by phagocytic cells. The latter issue is associated with the "enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)" effect, which is a consequence of the aberrant features of tumor vasculature and the poorly developed lymphatic system that limits drainage of molecules and particles from tumor tissue. 278 This abnormal pathophysiological characteristics of tumor endows substantial advantages for nanoparticles-based tumor diagnosis and therapy systems with sizes ranging from around 60 to 400 nm for passive tumor targeting. [279] [280] [281] In 2010, our research group first designed PEGylated rattle MSN with a diameter of 125 nm as nanocarriers of docetaxel (Dtxl), a waterinsoluble antitumor drug, for liver therapy (Fig. 13(A) ). 282 With high drug payload capacity, passive targeting ability, and decreased off-target distribution, the Dtxl-encapsulated rattle MSN showed greater antitumor activity with about 15% enhanced tumor inhibition rate compared with Taxotere, the clinical formulation of Dtxl, on the marine hepatocarcinoma 22 subcutaneous model ( Fig. 13(B) ). Whereas, Dtxl-encapsulated rattle MSN had significantly low liver toxicity and hematological toxicity. Even though with the EPR effect, difficulties were still existed for further increasing the passive targeting efficiency through overcoming the unique physiological characteristics of tumor, such as dense extracellular matrix, elevated intratumoral interstitial pressure, and the existence of poorly perfused hypoxic regions.
These potential limitations of passive targeting promote the research and development of more advanced active targeting. Because of the high metabolic demands for rapid proliferation, tumor cells generally overexpress many specific receptors, such as folic acid, transferrin, and integrin alpha v beta 3 ( v 3), in various cancer cell lines. For more active targeting, nanoparticles are bioconjugated with specific ligands, peptides, antibodies, and oligonucleotides that could selectively and specifically bind with receptorsoverexpressed tumor cells. Recently, we employed folic acid (FA)-modified rattle MSN as nanocarrier of doxorubicin (DOX) for active tumor targeting and therapy ( Fig. 13(C) ). 283 In vivo tumor-targeted fluorescence imaging experiment clearly showed that FA-modified rattle MSN possessed high specific tumor targeting and internalization efficiency in nude mice bearing subcutaneous HeLa cell-derived xenograft tumors ( Fig. 13(D) ). Importantly, DOX-loaded targeting particles showed more effectively tumor growth inhibition in vivo with less toxicity to the animals than free DOX or DOX-loaded rattle MSN. In another study, by conjugating rattle MSN with luteinizing hormone releasing hormone-Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin 40 (LHRH-PE40), which acts as a targeting moiety, we creat a new "magic bullet" for active tumor targeting in BALB/c nude mice bearing subcutaneous A549 xenograft tumor ( Fig. 13(E) ). 284 Compared to the low distribution efficiency of non-targeted rattle particles in tumor tissue by EPR effect, LHRH-PE40-conjugated particles could accumulate in the tumor more effectively via both active targeting and passive targeting. We also confirmed that LHRH-PE40-conjugated rattle MSN could efficiently and specifically deliver therapeutic agents into tumor in vivo. By bioconjugating MSN with specific targeting ligands, active targeting to tumor could be realized to a certain extent. However, when considering about the significance of the targeting ligands, more and more attentions should be paid to construct the property-effect relationship between targeting ligands and tumor therapy.
In our recent study, we developed another efficient approach for tumor-tropic therapy with mesenchymal stem cells as targeting vehicle and rattle MSN as drug carrier ( Fig. 13(F) ). 285 With the inherent tumor-tropic property of mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) towards tumor cells, it is hypothesized that attachment of nanoparticles to MSC may be a promising strategy for actively directing the drug-loaded nanoparticles into tumor. A DOXloaded rattle MSN drug delivery system was efficiently anchored to MSC by specific antibody-antigen recognition at the cytomembrane interface. Up to 1500 nanoparticles could be uploaded to each MSC cell with high cell viability and tumor-tropic ability. This burdened MSC could track down U251 glioma tumor cells more efficiently and deliver DOX with wider distribution and longer retention lifetime in tumor tissues compared with free DOX and silica nanorattle-encapsulated DOX. The increased and prolonged DOX intratumoral distribution further significantly enhanced tumor cell apoptosis. These results provide us a robust and generalization strategy for tumortargeted therapy with high efficiency and low systematic toxicity.
No matter which targeting strategy is selected, the physicochemical properties of MSNs, such as particle size, surface, and shape, have a significant influence on the ability of nanoparticles to overcome the in vivo physiological barriers, reach tumor tissue, bind and internalize by tumor cells, and release loaded therapeutic agents. Establishment of the relationship between the morphology properties of nanocarriers and the tumor targeting efficiency could help us to develop more efficient nano-based tumor targeting therapy systems.
Multishell MSNs-Mediated Effects
Owing to its unique hierarchical structure, multishell MSN is anticipated to encapsulate different functional agents into respective shell-to-shell space, showing that multishelled nanoparticles can be used in multimodality for imaging and drug delivery vectors. In addition, compared with the conventional nanodrug releasing system controlled by various environmental stimuli, such as pH, temperature, ultrasound, or electromagnetic fields, the existence of multishell structure could be acted as a natural "gatekeeper" for achieving desired sustained release profile.
Recently, by using dual-mesoporous silica spheres that possess smaller pores (2.0 nm) in the shell and larger tunable pores (12.8-18.5 nm) in the core, Niu et al. tested its capability as a drug nanocarrier of ibuprofen, a typical anti-inflammatory drug. 286 The loading amounts of ibuprofen for particles with varied shell thickness of 5, 25, and 60 nm were similar at about 30 wt%. However, the release rates of drug molecules were efficiently controlled by the shell thickness, and more apparent three-stage ibuprofen sustained release profile was exhibited with increasing shell thickness. Chen and co-workers investigated the release rates of irinotecan hydrochloride trihydrate, a typical hydrophilic anticancer drug, from double and single mesoporous silica shelled nanoparticles. 100 The release of irinotecan from double-shelled particles is slower than that from single-shelled counterparts, demonstrating that the multishell nanostructures could efficiently control the release profile of drugs. The possibility of co-loading FITC and DOX in triple-shelled MSN was recently tested by Huang and coworkers. 99 In their experimental system, the FITC dyes and DOX were entrapped in double-and tripleshelled nanospheres, respectively. At low pH media, the release of FITC was restrained and remained constantly below 11%, whereas DOX showed a faster initial release and followed by gradual increase releasing. The reverse happens at neutral pH media. These behaviors provided the evidence that triple-shelled particles could be employed in dual-modality for imaging and drug delivery vectors. Using uniform double-shelled MSN as nanocarrier of an anticancer drug, mitoxantrone, we also observed a typical three-phase drug sustained release behavior. 101 The drug amounts released from double-shelled nanoparticles reach about 80% in 6 days, and showed a relatively low initial burst release (within 20% of the loaded amount). All these results clearly showed that multishell MSN could act as an ideal nanocarrier for loading two or more therapeutic agents with complementary or synergistic effects and achieve a well regulation of drug sustained release. Compared with conventional ordered MSN, development of multishell MSN is still in its very early stage in terms of both synthesis and application. Deeper studies are undergoing to make its great advantages in biomedical applications.
Mesoporous Silica Nanocomposite-Mediated Effects
Combinations of different kinds of functional nanostructured materials could enable the development of multifunctional nanomedical platforms for multimodal imaging and/or theranostic applications. These integrated systems will allow delivery of therapeutic agents to target tissues and simultaneous real-time noninvasive monitoring of biological responses to the therapy, which could provide important feedback in the treatment of disease. Among various integrated nanocomposite systems, MSN-based nanostructure materials have attracted considerable interest because of their excellent chemical stability, facile surface modification, and good biocompatibility. Moreover, the large pore volume and surface area of MSN could ensure facile and high loading amount of various therapeutic agents. 287 In recent years, mesoporous silica nanocomposites containing magnetic components, such as Fe 3 O 4 and MnO x , have attracted intensive attention for their potential biomedical applications in simultaneous drug delivery and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Through surface coating the Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles with mesoporous silica shell, a series of multifunctional platforms for both MRI imaging and delivery of hydrophobic or hydrophilic drugs, such as ibuprofen, 288 DOX, 46 289 camptothecin and paclitaxel, 116 were developed. Although kinds of nanoparticles could be coated in a silica shell to fabricate multifunctional MSN, there is still a limitation on this process because coating procedures are not always easy and straightforward for other types of nanoparticles. This weakness could be overcame by decoration of nanoparticles onto the surface of as-synthesized MSN, which enables assembly of numerous nanoparticles and sequential addition of different functional nanoparticles. Lee et al. synthesized multifunctional nanoparticles by assembling Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals on MSN based on covalent bonding (Fig. 14(A) ). 109 The integration of numerous Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals onto MSN surface endows great advantages for enhancing the MRI contrast effect by clustering of magnetic nanoparticles (Fig. 14(B) ). The resulting nanocomposites showed remarkably enhanced MRI contrast and its specific relaxivity value was increased 2.8 times compared to that of well-dispersed and isolated Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles. By using similar post-synthetic decoration strategy, Chen and co-workers confined manganese oxide nanoparticles in situ within the mesopore network of hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles. 110 When encapsulated perfluorohexane molecules, the manganese-based multifunctional nanocomposite as both contrast agents and synergistic agents was successfully employed for MRIguided high-intensity focused ultrasound cancer surgery.
In our recent study, we developed a novel pre-shell-postcore method for the fabrication of monodispersed magnetic rattle MSN through an iron precursor entrapment process. 121 This unique methodology confines the highly dispersed Fe 3 O 4 within the cavities of the rattle nanoparticles ( Fig. 14(C) ). The as-synthesized nanocomposite could act as a good MRI contrast and have a docetaxel drug loading amount as high as 50% of particle weight. In addition to the usages of simultaneous drug delivery and MRI, the magnetic mesoporous silica nanocomposite was also showed their great potential in biocatalysis, 122 bioadsorption and bioseparation. 113 Plasmonic nanomaterials as strong near-infrared (NIR) light absorbing agents have provided new hope and opportunities for localized hyperthermia therapy. The combination of two functions of high drug loading capacity from MSN and NIR absorption from plasmonic nanomaterials into single nanostructure will make it possible to realize simultaneous photothermal therapy and chemotherapy administrations for a number of serious diseases. In the past couple of years, we developed a novel gold shell-coated rattle MSN nanomaterial (Rattle@gold shell) via seed-mediated growth method on rattle MSN surface and systematically investigated its tumor therapy applications. We firstly found that the combination of hyperthermia and chemotherapy of the rattle@gold shell nanocomposite could induce a synergistic tumor therapy effect that is greater than the two treatments alone (Fig. 14(D) ). 117 This plasmonic nanocomposite showed obviously high drug loading amount, reduced drug side effects, and enhanced tumor accumulation through passive targeting. In order to further increase the tumor targeting efficiency, we next engineered transferrin-functionalized rattle@gold shell nanocomposite loaded with docetaxel for targeted ablation of breast carcinoma ( Fig. 14(E) ). 290 The results demonstrated that the targeted nanocomposite could enhance the tumor accumulation amount and have a good in vitro and in vivo biocompatibility. Via a single irradiation with NIR laser light, the in vivo breast tumors in mice showed complete regression by the combination of selectively targeting, photothermal therapy and chemotherapy ( Fig. 14(F) ). For optimizing the future therapeutic process, we also investigated the size and PEGylation effects of the plasmonic nanocomposite on the biological effects and light-heat conversion efficiency. The results showed that smaller particles have a longer bloodcirculation lifetime and higher light-heat conversion efficiency both in vitro and in vivo compared with larger counterparts. 291 In addition, less-density PEGylated particles showed enhanced cellular uptake caused by the high dose exposure on cell surface due to their rapid aggregation while high-density PEGylated particles possessed advantages in less toxicity for suppression of aggregation of rattle@gold shell nanocomposites, avoidance of RES, good enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of cancerous tumors, especially the enhanced light heat conversion efficiency in vivo. 292 Although there are still many questions to be solved, we still expect that the combination of unique structural characteristics and integrated functions of multicomponent gold shells will attract increasing research interest and could lead to new opportunities in nanomedicine.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this review, we discussed various strategies for the preparation of mesoporous silica nanoparticles with different shapes as well as the shape-mediated biological effects, including cellular uptake, biocompatibility, drug delivery, and tumor therapy. Given that MSNs with unique mesoporous nanostructures endow them great advantages to be used in various biomedical applications, establishment of the particle shape as one of important physicochemical properties on biological effects could provide us a deeper understanding of MSNs before we choose a suitable candidate for clinical theranostics. In the past decade years, we have witnessed the rapid development of fabrication technologies for manufacturing different shaped MSNs and evaluation means of its in vitro and in vivo performance. Among of them, we found many new appealing features for optimizing excellent candidates in specific biomedical fields. However, there are still a great many challenges that need to be addressed and understood more thoroughly and comprehensively before clinical applications.
Firstly, biomedical applications in drug delivery and tumor therapy depend on the well-controlled fabrication of nanomaterials. It is important to synthesize well-defined MSNs with desired shapes. Especially, when explore the particle shape effects on in vitro and in vivo biological performance, the prerequisite is that particles should have similar physicochemical characters but shape as only one variable. Therefore, more advanced and effective manufacture approaches need to be developed for facilitating more accurate research. Secondly, establish the host-guest interactions between cells and different shaped MSNs provide the basis for optimizing suitable nanocarriers in biomedical applications. Many reports proved that the particle shapes play a significant role in regulating cellular uptake behaviors, such as endocytosis mechanism and cellular uptake kinetics. Of note, there are also several studies found that no obvious differences were observed among the different shapes treatments. 36 293 294 Since cell types, incubating media components, particle concentrations, and time durations and so on could significantly affect the final readouts, thus, the gold standard guidelines should be developed for evaluation and comparison of shape-mediated cytobiological behaviors. Thirdly, prior to be applied in clinical practice, the shapes effect on biocompatibility needs extensive preclinical studies. In recent years, primary data about absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion in different doses and administration routes has been obtained. However, many questions, such as chronic and subchronic toxicities, the reproductive toxicity, the genotoxicity, and the long-term in vivo degradation, are still unanswered. Therefore, more efforts should be made to this field for better understanding of the toxicity aspect. Fourthly, versatile drug loading capabilities, site-specific delivery, and controlled release profile of different shaped MSNs could ultimately determine their application potentialities. To date, the capability of encapsulating various therapeutic agents, such as drugs, proteins, and genes, and stimuliresponsive release was validated. However, more complex and specially designed concentration gradients of the released drug from nanocarriers are expected to result from the future research in this field. Since many related research studies, such as in vivo pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic performance, in vivo stimuli-response manoeuvrability, in vivo targeting specificity, and the real time monitoring of the in vivo responsive release properties, are undergoing or waiting to be conducted, we expect that different shaped MSNs could bring new future and hope for clinical pharmaceutical therapy by virtue of new tools and methodologies. 213 295 Fifthly, owing to high drug payload, long circulation time, and efficient tumor accumulation, different shaped MSNs bring new aspects for tumor therapy. In our recent study, we surprisingly found that conventional spherical MCM-41 particles could promote tumor growth. 296 It will provide a great challenge and chance for rod-shaped and different morphology particles (e.g., hollow/rattle MSNs) to apply to clinical tumor theranostics. Nonetheless, there are still many unsettled questions for future practical applications, more efforts should be taken in improving targeting efficacy, in vivo toxicity, and developing diversity and multifunctionality of mesoporous silica nanocomposite for synergistic therapy.
In summary, the research on different shaped MSNs is emerging and very promising. It is encouraging that a series of current research results bring new aspects and wisdom for rationally design of nano-theranostic delivery platforms. Nonetheless, there remain major challenges that need to be overcome in order for facilitating these different shaped nanomaterials to achieve translation into the clinical setting. In particular, conjoining various synthetic approaches and crisscrossing theoretical and experimental knowledge. Moreover, extensive and rigorous in vivo studies by interdisciplinary teams ranging from materials scientists, chemists, biologists, and clinicians should be conducted for the clinical translations of these different shaped MSNs. If these issues are effectively addressed in the future, these different shaped MSNs will make an exciting breakthrough and provide important new tools in the hands of medical doctors for practical theranostics.
